
Dear readers,

It has been a while since our first newsletter came out about

our wonderful project; Tourism 4 Careers. Much progression

has been made and there is a lot of news. We hope you

enjoy reading this 2nd newsletter and soon be up-to-date

with our project again. 
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INTERACTIVE TOURISM PORTAL

The first version of the portal, that the IT team from Poland worked
on, is ready! Now it will be tested by all project partners. Every
error and imperfection they find (including aesthetic ones) will be
forwarded to Danmar Computers and to get fixed. When the
internal tests are completed and the portal is available in all
languages of the project partners, Danmar Computers will be able
to start testing with representatives from target group. We
estimate that final version will be available in April 2020.



At the Secondary School for Gastronomy and Tourism Celje we are
aware of the importance of tourism in Slovenia. In 2018, Slovenia
recorded an above average growth in arrivals and overnight stays
for the fifth consecutive year. Tourism is thus one of the most
important industries in our country.
 
We have regularly informed our partners about the T4C project
through our online sites, and shared the information about the
project abroad whenever possible. For example, we prepared a
short presentation for visitors during the Erasmus days in Perigueux
in France, where our students were on the exchange. The project
was also mentioned at a press conference. At the beginning of the
Zero Waste project we prepared a presentation of our project at a
meeting in Dubrovnik, Croatia.
 

Mardin Artuklu Public Education Center and Art School (Turkey) has
started the cookery training course which is literally called
‘’assistant cook course‘’ in non formal education under directorate
of lifelong learning,  the trainees mostly refugees women take the
cookery 5 class hours in   weekdays: The total 5 modules   consist
826 hours which  last almost 11 months. The training offers an
acredited certificate to work as a cook assistant 
 
The qualification to build up your own bussiness on food and
beverage services as part of career development in hospitality  so,
the trainees had their practical exam through cooking the Mardin
local dish  to pass their first module exam to get closer to their
career development in Cookery training.

TOURISM IN SLOVENIA 

COOKERY TRAINING IN TURKEY



Last year, 1.5 million foreign visitors visited Lithuania. In order to
imagine this number, we have to say that Lithuania has a
population of 2.794 million. Statistics show that the sector is
growing. For more than 50 years Klaipeda Tourism School has been
successfull training professionals in hospitality and tourism sectors.
 
In November 2019 representatives of Klaipeda Tourism School
attended local secondary schools and introduced their students to
the professions in the field of tourism and opportunities of
vocational training provided: the programs of chef, confectioner,
waiter, recreation agent, and sports club organizer. Some students
came to school to learn about of tourism and hospitality careers
more. The students had the opportunity to bake cookies, make
cocktails or plan an active weekend. Discussions and professional
activities have increased students' curiosity and stimulated their
interest in pursuing careers in the tourism sector.

TOURISM IN LITHUANIA IS GROWING

Tourism shows continuing growth; however, besides the positive
news for tourism businesses, in the future tourism needs to put the
focus on qualitative issues such as sustainability and wellbeing. At
the same time, tourism has a transformational power regarding the
destination, e. g. through the emergence of overtourism or
tourismphilia, but it can also be seen in the full range of untouched
destinations willing to attract tourism.
 
All these transformations are part of the daily life of destinations,
businesses, and residents nowadays, and clear examples can be
found in the surroundings of the conference location.

TRANSFORMATION IN EDUCATION



These transformations open up many new paths and opportunities to
be explored by both academics and practitioners who met on 17-21
September 2019, in Girona, Spain, at ATLAS Annual Conference
under the title Tourism Transformations. 
 
As part of the conference, a Special Track "Tourism - Tourism
Education, Employability and Industry – University Interaction" was
held and streamed to other locations in Europe. In this special track,
a  paper "Challenges for Modernization of Tourism Education in the
Czech Republic" was presented by the Czech Project Partner. The
paper presented, among others, the ERASMUS+ project Tourism 4
Career project.
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